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LIVE NEWS NOW

International Council of Certi�ed Dementia Practitioners
Collaborates with

1 WEEK AGO   

SPARTA, N.J., Aug. 27, 2018 /CNW/ -- The International Council of Certi�ed Dementia Practitioners

world headquarters based in NJ, United States of America has partnered with Center for Applied

Research in Dementia (CARD) to deliver a world Montessori Dementia direction and CMDCP™
certi�cation for our foreign �tness care professionals but additionally for health care professionals

working in the United States of America. The path title is "Montessori Dementia Care Professional" and is

gifted by way of CARD. The ICCDP certi�cation is known as Certi�ed Montessori Dementia Care

Professional ™ CMDCP ™. The CARD on-line course is 6 - hours and upon passing the verify, the

quali�ed professional might be issued a CMDCP™ certi�cation.

Worldwide, Dementia is the number one diagnosis within the elder adult and it is vital that all health

care experts and front line body of workers are provided the chance to complete a �nished Montessori

Dementia concentrated curriculum and the opportunity to receive a Certi�ed Montessori Dementia Care

Professional certi�cation. This classi�cation of complete education and CMDCP™ certi�cation provides

�tness care professionals the equipment to supply compassionate and knowledgeable care to the most

vulnerable americans," said Sandra Stimson, CEO and Founder of the ICCDP and their sister company

the National Council of Certi�ed Dementia Practitioners. Mrs. Stimson went directly to say, "Most

countries do not have countrywide criteria concerning Dementia education and that's unacceptable.
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Health Care specialists can now obtain the Montessori Dementia Care Professional 6-hour seminar from

the comfort and privateness of their domestic or workplace. ICCDP sister company, The National

Council of Certi�ed Dementia Practitioners NCCDP has been providing Dementia education and

Dementia CDP®, CADDCT®, CDCM®, CFRDT® and CDSGF® certi�cations to thousands of �tness care

experts everywhere for over a decade.

The Center for Applied Research in Dementia constructed a globally diagnosed path and now o�ers the

online direction titled; "Montessori Dementia Care Professional". The curriculum specializes in an creative

method of operating with persons living with cognitive and /or actual impairments in keeping with the

strategy and philosophy of famed educator Maria Montessori. This approach focuses on using the

remaining capacities of persons with dementia, adding their capability to learn new advice and

processes. Most importantly, the course will recognition on creating resident-pushed communities

inside of supportive physical and social environments. This is done through emphasizing the values of

appreciate, dignity, and equality along with o�ering principles and useful approaches for imposing this

method. Use of the Montessori Method in reminiscence care has been proven to increase degrees of

exercise, independence, and �rst-rate of lifestyles at the same time as decreasing common demanding

situations, such as responsive behaviors, use of psychotropic medicine, and sta� turnover. Participants in

this workshop will have the bene�t of studying from professional studies and functional examples of

fellow workers from around the globe.

Founded in 2011, the Center for Applied Research in Dementia makes a speciality of translating research

into observe, developing useful reminiscence interventions. At the Center, we envision a new paradigm

of memory care through which persons diagnosed with dementia are considered as americans with

lives worth living. Within this new paradigm, expertise, interests, and preferences might be respected,

inspired and maximized. Our interventions and items have been translated into many languages,

including French, German, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Greek, Portuguese, Slovenian, Polish, Mandarin, and

Japanese therefore a ways. Our interventions take many paperwork and address the demands of all

individuals working with people with memory impairment.

Use of the Montessori Method for persons with dementia become developed by means of Dr. Cameron

Camp, a global and respected speaker, and has normally practiced, studied and up to date these

methods and methods for more than 30 years. He is a noted psychologist specializing in translating

analysis into follow. Dr. Camp is Owner and Director of Research and Development of the Center for

Applied Research in Dementia, in Solon, Ohio. Previously he served as Director of Research and Product

Development for Hearthstone Alzheimer Care and Director of the Myers Research Institute of the

Menorah Park Center for Senior Living. Dr. Camp o�ers workshops on designing cognitive and

behavioral interventions for dementia the world over. He got his doctorate in experimental psychology

from the University of Houston in 1979. For 16 years Dr. Camp served in educational settings, coaching

coursework in grownup development and aging and emerging to the position of Research Professor of
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Psychology. He has co-authored three educational textbooks and posted over 150 peer-reviewed

articles and book chapters. He is a Fellow of the Gerontological Society of America, a Fellow of the

American Psychological Association, a Charter Member of the Association for Psychological Science

and past president of Division 20 (Adult Development and Aging) of the American Psychological

Association. Dr. Camp received the 2017 American Psychological Association award for Distinguished

Professional Contributions to Applied Research. His work has been funded by means of o�ers from the

National Institute on Aging, the National Institute of Mental Health, the Retirement Research Foundation,

and the countrywide Alzheimer's Association.

International Council of Certi�ed Dementia Practitioners is open to �tness care specialists and frontline

body of workers who qualify for certi�cation, value certi�cation, attracted to comprehensive Dementia

education and who are committed to ending abuse and overlook of our most vulnerable elders. ICCDP

additionally deals the CDP® certi�cation. Both the CDP® and CMDCP™ are resume invaluable

certi�cations for the individual however additionally a large advertising talents for agencies searching

for a aggressive side.

International Council of Certi�ed Dementia Practitioners become fashioned to promote standards of

excellence in Dementia and Alzheimer's ailment education and Dementia certi�cations. As the number

of dementia cases maintains to augment worldwide, there's a better necessity to be sure that entrance

line body of workers and �tness care experts are neatly knowledgeable to supply appropriate, able and

delicate direct care and assist for the dementia patient.

There are a couple of tracks and quali�cation to comply with for the CMDCP™ certi�cation. ICCDP

additionally deals a grandfather choice for those who have already accomplished a comprehensive

Montessori Dementia focused curriculum or have a Dementia Montessori certi�cation from a national,

international, CARD or University. For companies attracted to making an investment in their body of

workers schooling and certi�cations, each ICCDP and CARD be o�ering company neighborhood

discounts. There is also an option to skip the CMDCP™ certi�cation and only �nished the course for

those who either don't qualify for CMDCP™ certi�cation or are only attracted to the Montessori

Dementia Care Professional 6 - hour on-line course. Everyone will begin the application process at

www.iccdp.web and select which alternative that best �ts the buyer's demands.

For additional info please touch Sandra Stimson CEO at iccdpcorporate@iccdp.web or stopover at the

ICCDP cyber web web site at www.iccdp.net.

 View original content: https://www.prnewswire.com/information-releases/international-council-of-

licensed-dementia-practitioners-collaborates-with-center-for-applied-research-in-dementia-for-a-

new-world-certi�cation-300702266.html
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SOURCE International Council of Certi�ed Dementia Practitioners

Markets Insider and Business Insider Editorial Teams have been now not involved within the creation of

this post.

  

Filed Under: business, research, health. Tagged: health care, montessori based dementia programming.
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More News in Business

Nike Inc (NKE) Given Average
Recommendation of “Buy” by
Analysts

2 HOURS AGO

Nike Inc (NYSE:NKE) has been assigned a consensus

recommendation of "Buy" from the forty-three research �rms that are covering the stock,

MarketBeat.com reports. Two analysts have rated the stock with a sell recommendation, fourteen have

Donald Trump says Nike sent
'terrible message' with Kaepernick
deal while

2 HOURS AGO

It didn't come from Twitter, but President Donald

Trump weighed in Tuesday on the Nike endorsement deal with Colin Kaepernick that has inspired some

to light their shoes on �re. Trump saved his

With Colin Kaepernick Deal, Nike
Returns to a Familiar Strategy

2 HOURS AGO

Nike, which has long relied upon shock and

controversy as a marketing strategy, is featuring Colin

Kaepernick in its most recent 'Just Do It' campaign.

Credit Credit Drew Angerer/Getty Images Nike has

long
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UPDATE #5: Ouch, Power's Out in
Greenwich and It's 88° –
Eversource May Not

2 HOURS AGO

Update #5, Tuesday 9:30pm: Thank you First

selectman Peter Tesei for Tweeting throughout this power outage. Around 9:30pm Tesei Tweeted that

Eversource estimated power restoration might not take place until midnight on Tuesday. Eversource

UPDATE #2: Ouch, Power's Out in
Greenwich and It's 88°

2 HOURS AGO

Update #2: 8:15pm The Evesource outage map still

says there are 10,00 to 15,000 customers without

power. A quick drive from central Greenwich to the NY state line around 7:40pm revealed many without

Power Outage Hits Greenwich

3 HOURS AGO

GREENWICH, CT - More than 10,000 of Eversource's

customers in Greenwich are without power Tuesday

evening, Sept. 4, due to problems with a substation,

according to First Selectman Peter Tesei.

Approximately 38 percent of the
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TECHNOLOGY RECENT STORIES

How does the Mercedes-Benz
EQC compare to e-SUVs? Let's
�nd out!

The market for electric SUVs is heating up

-- and fast. It 

›  Psychologists Reveal a Common Bias

that Explains Why So Many People Believe

in

›  World of Warcraft

›  Destiny 2: Forsaken – Wanted: Karugul

in Methane Flush

Search this website …
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SPORTS RECENT STORIES

Serena Williams reaches US
Open semi-�nals with win over
Karolina Pliskova

Serena Williams passed her toughest test

so far at the US Open 

›  Serena Williams overcomes slow start,

beats Karolina Pliskova to reach US Open

›  Royals' Danny Du�y leaves start at

Cleveland because of an injury

›  US Open: Defending champ Stephens

loses in quarter�nals; Serena Williams

advances

GAMING RECENT STORIES
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Analyst Research and Ratings:
Ocean Rig UDW Inc. (ORIG),
Dover Downs Gaming

Ocean Rig UDW Inc. (NASDAQ:ORIG) tinted

gains of +0.86% (+0.23 points) to 

›  Churchill Downs and Keeneland apply

to build $125 million racing facility

›  Zen Studios announce classic '90s

Bally/Williams titles coming to Pinball FX 3
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neighborhood Spider-Man game we've
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Claire Underwood is in control. Net�ix. "My

turn," Claire Underwood declared in 
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350 Shoes in New Song Snippet: Listen

›  Victoria and David Beckham Address

Divorce Rumors: "We Are Stronger

Together"

›  Kim Kardashian Claps Back At Rumors

That She Cheated On Kanye West With

Drake
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Travel Tip: The Worst US Cities
for Allergies

Travelers with allergies already know the

bad news–there's no o� season for 

›  Let's Not Shame the Hero Who Dipped

Her Chicken Finger in Soda

›  10 Percent Of American Kids Are

Diagnosed With ADHD. Researchers Say
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›  New Disneyland book reveals how

California theme park changed the world
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Donald Trump says Nike sent
'terrible message' with
Kaepernick deal while

It didn't come from Twitter, but President

Donald Trump weighed in Tuesday 
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Bobby Brown Relives His 'Joyful'
Wedding to Whitney Houston --
Watch (Exclusive)

Bobby Brown is reliving his wedding to the

late Whitney Houston. ET 

›  Why Did Eric Leave 'BiP'? It Was An

Emotional Decision & Departure

›  WWE's Titus O'Neil O�ers to
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›  Sarah Bolger plays pivotal role in Sons

of Anarchy spin-o� Mayans MC
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The Latest: Palfrey defeats
comic Tingle in lt. gov. primary

BOSTON (AP) — The Latest on the primary

election in Massachusetts (all 

›  Psychologists Reveal a Common Bias

that Explains Why So Many People Believe

in

›  The Latest: Pressley ousts Dem Rep.

Capuano in Massachusetts

›  'He would be the �rst to kneel': Pat

Tillman exploited to attack Kaepernick
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